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It may seem weird, but evidence suggesting that the universe is actually a virtual reality is quite

ample. And much of that evidence comes directly from establishment science. The only problem is

that contemporary establishment science doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t yet view the universe as being virtual.

However, as you will discover in this comic book, contemporary science should start looking at the

universe as a virtual reality. Because looking at the universe as a virtual reality provides coherent,

logical answers to the big questions of science, philosophy, and spirituality. Questions like: What

does the double slit experiment really mean? Why is the speed of light a constant? From where did

the universe originate? What is consciousness? What is reality? What are we? Why are we here?

What is the meaning of life? This book provides answers to those questions by taking you, the

reader, on a journey through five major paradigm shifts awaiting present-day science. In the end,

whether you are able to handle the mind-bending ideas proposed by this book or not, youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll

be wiser for having had the open mind to take the journey.
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Marchand's at it again with his graphics. Awesome narrative on the five paradigm shifts the science



as discipline will undergo before understanding how the dream universe works. Using Tom

Campbell's work in physics, he shows how the dream world is expressed in data or in 0101 bits. He

calls the world "virtual reality" akin to a video game filled with probabilities. It's essentially a closed

system with probabilities, depending on what the dreamer decides which informs the

consequences. Once the dreamer chooses Oneness through quantum forgiveness, the game's

over. The entire file on fear, which this virtual reality is based on, must be erased.

Once again, Alexander Marchand has managed to publish a work that is compelling, informative

and entertaining all at once. As much as I enjoy his prior work, he manages to top his work with

each new books he apparently self publishes. I don't know if other readers realize this, but to create

a work that manages to be so philosophical, engaging, entertaining and just plain enjoyable is no

small feat. And he illustrates his own work on top of that.This particular work is not so much in a

story format, but more of a text book type of format. Sorry to say that Zadeekee is not along for the

ride in this book, her fans will have to wait until further notice for her next appearance. But it is still

worth it.As with his other books, this one falls in line with ACIM, but even if you don't partake, they

still stand on their own as a unique and interesting read. I know when I start one of his books, I have

a ticket to a really interesting and new adventure, and I get to encounter a perspective that I haven't

experienced before.Aside from the ACIM dynamic, I can't help but think that Marchand is in a sense

a linguist of sorts, and he is breaking the code of how The Universe (or the illusion as the ACIM

folks like to think of it) works. I have been interested in the language of how The Universe

communicates, I am drawn to that sort of information and Marchand's books seem to satisfy that in

me.

The science is laid out in an easy to read format, with the occasional dose of humor. Being science

challenged hasn't prevented me from being aware of the message. My addiction to objectivity is

proven to be insane. Now I have an antidote called quantum forgiveness. As with all of Alex's

books, I will have to read another four or five times. At some level I am being guided to read it until I

realize it's just not another book with another virtual story. I await the next trip with Zadeekee. Keep

me posted.

Alexander Marchand does a great job of using some of the principles of quantum physics, along

with well-thought out words and cleverly drawn and colorful illustrations to point out that our world

and universe is 'virtual' and not real. He uses strong literary and artistic metaphors in presenting his



convictions that based on modern up-to-date scientific theories the universe we all observe as being

material or solid is comprised of data. What's more, our world is actually 'subjective' in reality and

not 'objective' as the scientific method would absolutely require. Rather our world is more like a

computer software program ruled by consciousness. He also clarified for me what 'entropy' really

means in understanding thermodynamics and how it can be practically applied to understanding our

'virtual' universe. He further develops his discussion by showing how the 'real world' is embraced

and translated via the metaphysics of A Course In Miracles -- a true pathway to spiritual epiphany

for those seeking it!

Alex hits it out of the park again. This time purely as an exercise in non-dual metaphysics in the

context of the scientific paradigm, arguably he provides a complete summary of the work of his two

sources of inspiration, Thomas Campbell's Big Toe Trilogy, and Brian Whitworth, and his book The

Physical world as a virtual reality. So this small volume could save you from having to read about

2500 pages in those books, or, conversely simply get more out of them because this little book ties

it all together so beautifully.

Kudos to Alex for another brilliant book! As with his previous books, I have read it multiple times,

and there is for me always a new insight , a renewed understanding, a smile inducing joke, and a

feeling of gratitude for the perfect combination of spirituality, science, math,and physics..I found I

could only read this one a few pages at a time, because it strains my brain, but that is a good thing.I

LOVE this book and I love each of his books, but my favorite of all of them is the first, The Universe

is a Dream. I have several copies, carrying one in my purse, keeping one by the bed, and reading

the coffee stained one in the tub. I open them at random and am delighted every time.

lots of scientific information for a layman.... Marchand put his thoughts together in a consistent way

and demonstrated how scientific discoveries follow the Course in Miracles.... couldn't put it down

and read it several times..... recommended the book to several friends who also loved it...

great work! inspired material easily accessible to anyone interested in spirituality, humor, and

science.
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